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Abstract
Maturity checking has become mandatory for the food industries as well as 
for the farmers so as to ensure that the fruits and vegetables are not diseased 
and are ripe. However, manual inspection leads to human error, unripe fruits 
and vegetables may decrease the production [3]. Thus, this study proposes a 
Tomato Classification system for determining maturity stages of tomato through 
Machine Learning which involves training of different algorithms like Decision 
Tree, Logistic Regression, Gradient Boosting, Random Forest, Support Vector 
Machine, K-NN and XG Boost. This system consists of image collection, feature 
extraction and training the classifiers on 80% of the total data. Rest 20% of 
the total data is used for the testing purpose. It is concluded from the results 
that the performance of the classifier depends on the size and kind of features 
extracted from the data set. The results are obtained in the form of Learning 
Curve, Confusion Matrix and Accuracy Score. It is observed that out of seven 
classifiers, Random Forest is successful with 92.49% accuracy due to its high 
capability of handling large set of data. Support Vector Machine has shown the 
least accuracy due to its inability to train large data set.
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Introduction
Agriculture in India constitutes the major part of the 
economy. Tomato is globally cultivated as protective 
fruit because of its better nutritive value. So, farmers 
are compensated only for the good quality fruits and 
vegetables. Tomatoes are consumed directly as 
raw vegetables or used in a number of processed 
products like ketch-up, juices, soup, paste, etc. 
Therefore, maturity checking has become mandatory 

for the food industries as well as for the farmers so 
as to ensure that the fruits are not diseased and are 
ripe. Another additional benefit of evaluating ripeness 
stage of tomato is to decide its shelf life, so as to use 
it for stocking purpose5.
Present day, in some cases manual inspection takes 
place which is time consuming for the farmers. Not 
only this, it also has some additional disadvantages 
like human error due to large quantity, unripe fruits 
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or vegetables might decrease the production. 
This would result in bad quality products that will 
create great loss to the farmers as well as to the 
manufacturing concerns11. Visual appearance is the 
primary source of information and can be broken 
down by image analysis to parameters like size, 
color, shape, deformities, and abnormalities6. With 
the approach of quick and high precision machine 
learning, automation of the reviewing procedure 
is required to diminish work cost, enhance the 
proficiency and accuracy of the sorting process14.
Color being a sign of tomato maturity, change from 
green to red-mature which is used to evaluate 
the stage at which it should be harvested for 
consumption1. As per Jaramillo et al (2007) the 
tomato maturity is divided into five stages: 

Stage 1- Green mature
The complete surface of tomato is green.

Stage 2 - Breaking/Turning
A color other than green appears on the tomato 
surface. Between 10-30% of the tomato surface is 
pale yellow in color.

Stage 3 - pink 
Between 30-60% of the tomato surface shows a pink 
or light red color. 

Stage 4 - Light red 
Between 60-90% of the tomato surface is red in 
color. 

Stage 5 - red 
More than 90% of the surface is red7.

Figure 1 shows all the maturity stages of tomato.

Fig. 1: Tomato Maturity Stages

Analysis of Tomato Maturity by Machine Vision
With recent advances in computer technologies, 
present day food industries manufacture has 
turned their consideration regarding machine-
vision examination frameworks. The automated 
grading system not only speeds up the processing 
time, but also reduces the human error2. Tomato 
classification through machine learning will be a step 
forward towards enhancing the practical knowledge 
for evaluating the maturity of tomato using image 
processing technique. It would reduce the human 
errors up to great extent and the software will help 
the repetitive work in an easy way. Likewise, a 
neural system based machine color vision is great 
investigation frameworks for tomatoes4.
More image features can produce more accurate 
results in this non-destructive fruit quality evaluation 

system8. A high-quality image can help to reduce 
the time and complexity of the subsequent image 
processing steps, which can diminish the cost of an 
image processing system5. 
Design and development of the proposed software 
has been implemented using Pycharm which is 
an IDE for many applications whose community 
edition is open-source for research and scientific 
developments. Python is a fast processing functional 
programming language that has superior data 
handling capabilities in comparison to MATLAB. It 
has huge library set and simple to use. Python and 
its modules like Numpy, Scipy, Matplotlib and other 
special modules provide the satisfactory functionality 
that enables us to deal with plenty of images with 
their features.
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Fig. 2: Flow Chart of Interface Design

Materials and Methods
proposed System
The main aim of the proposed approach is to 
provide an automated classification system for 
tomato ripeness evaluation through classifying the 
different maturity stages based on color features. 
The dataset used for this study is based on real 
sample images of ‘Punjab Ratta’ variety of tomato at 
different stages, which were collected from research 
field of Punjab Agricultural University, Ludhiana. The 
proposed approach consists of four phases namely 
Data collection, Pre-processing, Feature extraction 
and Classification phase. 

•	 In	 the	 first	 step,	 sample	 images	 for	 each	
maturity stage of tomato is taken to generate 
more images by rotating/flipping/zooming etc. 
using Keras Library.

•	 In	the	second	step,	the	average	values	of	the	
100th, 500th (horizontally & vertically) pixel is 
taken for every channel (RGB) in the image. 

•	 In	the	next	step,	the	average	values	is	taken	
as a feature from step-2 & created a CSV 
file for each stage of the Tomato. So there 
are five CSV files (one for each class). Every 
CSV file has an extra column "label". Values 
of label column are 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 indicating 
the different stages of tomato. For example, 
if we have taken the feature for Green stage 
in CSV file then label column of this CSV will 
have value 1. Similarly, for Breaker stage label 
column has value 2 and so on. 

•	 In	fourth	step,	each	CSV	file	is	combined	in	
a single CSV named TomatoData.csv 

•	 In	 the	 last	stage,	machine	 learning	models	
are built using Scikit-learn package.
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The results have been shown in the form of learning 
curve and confusion matrix that shows the accuracy 
of the predictive algorithm used. Learning curve 
compares the performance of a model on training 
and testing data over a number of training instances. 
The performance improves as sample training size 
increases. A confusion matrix shows a table that is 
used to calculate the accuracy of a classification 
model on a set of test data for which the true values 
of all the stages of tomato are known. By inputting 
the image, the system tells the maturity stage to 
which tomato belongs classified by these algorithms 
separately.

Implementation plan
In implementation design, each component is 
sufficiently described to allow for its coding. This 

design provides an ongoing plan for assessing 
components of the program. It is an action plan to 
achieve program outcomes and program learning 
outcomes. The implementation plan breaks each 
strategy into identifiable steps, suggests the ways 
for the completion of each step individually and then 
combining them in order to have a fully developed 
Tomato Classification system. This plan is developed 
during the design phase and updated during the 
development phase.

Figure 3 shows the design of complete methodology 
that is implemented in Tomato Classification 
system.

Fig. 3: Flow Chart of Methodology Implemented
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Data Collection
The data being collected should not be biased and 
collected in appropriate quantity that is used to 
predict the exactness of the system. The more data 
an algorithm has, the more accurate it becomes. In 
the proposed system, if the training data is limited, 
it may not be able to support the model complexity 
needed for the problem. Improper data collection 
will reduce the ability to build predictive, accurate 
machine learning models. 
For Tomato Classification, 100 images of each 
maturity stage are captured that makes total of 500 
images. From these existing images, more number 
of images is generated in order to train the models 
well. For given 5 classes, around 1000-1200 images 
are generated for each class. Therefore total images 
generated become approximately 5000. 

Image Augmentation
Some additional images are constructed from 
the existing raw data to generate a large training 
dataset as more number of training set will give more 
accuracy. The new images are generated to provide 
better information that is not clearly defined by the 
sample dataset. This process is done by using the 
Pandas Python package. The Tomato Classification 
data need to be loaded from the database into the 
Panda data frame and then it is processed further. 
The Pandas library in Python gives a huge set of 
data structures and analysis tools for data handling 
in Python programming.
From the given set of images more images are 
generated by using the Image Generator method of 
Keras which is a deep learning package for Python. 
Different techniques that are used to generate 
images are 

•	 By	rotation
•	 By	flipping	the	image	horizontally
•	 By	 zooming	 some	 random	 pixels	 of	 the	

image

Feature extraction
In Tomato Classification system, the most important 
characteristic to evaluate tomato maturity is its 
surface color. This system uses High, Variance and 
Average values of 100th and 500th pixel for every 
RGB channel in the image. For this purpose, Scikit-
learn library is used for feature extraction in order to 

create a CSV file for each stage of tomato. Fifteen 
color features, five for each channel (R, G and B) 
(100H, 100V, 500H, 500V and avg) are computed. 
Then a CSV file is created for each maturity stage 
and combined into a single file for training and 
testing models.

Creating a CSV File
CSV (Comma Separated Values) is a file format that 
is used for a large set of data storage. In Tomato 
Classification system, there is a huge data set that is 
generated by rotating, flipping or zooming methods. 
For that purpose, the information is organized within 
a CSV file. The combined CSV file (TomatoData.csv) 
contains 4859 records including all the five maturity 
levels of tomato (Green, Breaker, Pink, Light Red, 
and Red-Mature). All the attributes signifies the 
feature that are extracted from the images and the 
value of ‘label’ column indicates the maturity stage 
which the tomato belongs to. For example, if the 
label column has the value 1, then this indicates 
that the entire record belongs to stage 1. Similarly, 
for Breaker stage, label has value 2 and so on. Later 
on, machine learning models are trained based on 
these features included in CSV file.

Training and Classification
After extracting relevant features from the dataset, 
now there is a need to train a model. To compare the 
performance of different models, seven classifiers 
have been used for classification of different maturity 
stages of tomato. The process of training a model 
contains provision of machine learning algorithm with 
training dataset to learn from. The data which is to be 
trained must have correct answer, which is a target 
attribute. The learning algorithm compares the input 
data to this target attribute (the right answer to be 
predicted) and outputs the machine learning model 
that grabs these patterns in it. Then these models 
are used to make predictions on future data.
Once the training has been completed, next step is 
to understand, recognize and differentiate various 
stages of tomato based on the training set of data. 
This process is called classification and the algorithm 
which implements classification is known as 
classifier. Classification generally refers to classifying 
images into distinct categories of tomato maturity in 
Tomato Classification system. 
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Testing and Validation
In order to estimate the wellness of the predictive 
model that has been trained that is dependent upon 
the data size that the system is fed, the testing has 
been performed on the test set (20% of the dataset) 
which is a set of examples that is used to evaluate 
the performance of fully trained classifiers. The 
models are adjusted accordingly to minimize the 
error rate of the classifier. Among all the classifiers 
used in Tomato Classification system, the best one 
is chosen and applied to the real world problem to 
get the results.

results and Discussion
The performance of the learning model depends 
on the data set that has been provided to train it. 
The present section discusses the output of all the 
performance metrics that are used to evaluate the 
accuracy of the classifier. All the classifiers have 
shown different accuracy in the form of confusion 
matrix.
Figure 4 shows the layout of the proposed 
application.

Fig. 4: result Showing after running the Algorithm

Comparison of Classifiers
On the basis of the learning process on training data 
set and accuracies on test data set, all the classifiers 
have shown different performance. Some of the 
classifiers fit best to the provided data of Tomato 
classification data set like Random Forest, Gradient 
Boosting, XgBoost and Decision Tree while rest of 
the classifiers found hard to fit the training data set 
like SVM, K-NN and Logistic Regression. 
Table 1 has listed the accuracies of all the classifiers. 
The table shows that Random Forest has the highest 
accuracy among all the classifiers while SVM have 
shown worst accuracy on Tomato Classification data 
set. This is due to the reason that when there is large 
training data set, SVM is inefficient to train. For such 

problems, Random Forest is the best model to train 
on large number of training samples.

Table 1: Accuracies of all the Classifiers

S.No. Classifiers Accuracy (In %)

1. Decision Tree 87.55
2. Gradient Boosting 91.98
3. K-NN 81.07
4.  Logistic Regression 77.37
5.  Random Forest 92.49
6.  SVM 70.88
7.  XgBoost 90.33
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Table 2 has listed the misclassification made by all 
the classifiers. The table shows that Random Forest 
has the least misclassification rate that is 0.0751 
among all the classifiers while SVM have shown 
maximum of 0.2911 on Tomato Classification data 
set.

Table 2: Misclassification by all the Classifiers

S.No. Classifiers Misclassification 

1. Decision Tree 0.1245
2. Gradient Boosting 0.0802
3. K-NN 0.1893
4.  Logistic Regression 0.2263
5.  Random Forest 0.0751
6.  SVM 0.2911
7.  XgBoost 0.0967

Figure 5 shows the bar graph comparing all the 
classifiers that have shown their performances in 
the form of accuracies.

Fig. 5: Comparison of Different Classifiers Based on their Accuracies

Conclusion
It is concluded from the results that the performance 
of the model depends on the following parameters:

•	 Increasing	the	size	of	data	will	increase	the	
accuracy of the classifier.

•	 Selection	 of	 appropriate	 machine	 learning	

algorithm will determine the success or 
failure.

•	 Features	extracted	from	the	dataset.
•	 Incorrect	data	collection	and	noise	in	the	data	

will decrease the performance.
•	 Understanding	and	improving	upon	features	

selecting.
•	 Proper	handling	of	training	and	testing	data.

The Random Forest has shown the highest accuracy 
among all the classifiers while SVM have shown 
worst accuracy on Tomato Classification data set. 
This is due to the reason that when there is large 
training data set, SVM is inefficient to train. For such 
problems, Random Forest is the best model to train 
on large number of training samples. Predictive 
accuracies of Gradient Boosting and XgBoost are 
remarkably similar but Random Forest performed 
somewhat better than them.
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